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 Incremental Learning on non stationary distribution has been shown to be a 
very challenging problem in machine learning and data mining, because the 
joint probability distribution between the data and classes changes over time. 
Many real time problems suffer concept drift as they changes with time. For 
example, an advertisement recommendation system, in which customer’s 
behavior may change depending on the season of the year, on the inflation 
and on new products made available. An extra challenge arises when the 
classes to be learned are not represented equally in the training data i.e. 
classes are imbalanced, as most machine learning algorithms work well only 
when the training data  is balanced. The objective of this paper is to develop 
an ensemble based classification algorithm for non-stationary data stream 
(ENSDS) with focus on two-class problems. In addition, we are presenting 
here an exhaustive comparison of purposed algorithms with state-of-the-art 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Nonstationary data is time series data where data at time t  is not equal to data at time t+1 The time 
series Yt is nonstationary if for all values, and every time period, Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) are  true. 
 
E(Yt)≠μ           (not having constant mean)      (1) 
 
Var(Yt)≠σ
2      (not having constant variance)      (2) 
 
Conventional data mining and machine learning [1] algorithms assumes that each dataset is 
produced from a single, static and hidden function. That is, the function (model/classifier) generating data at 
training time is the same as that of testing time. Whereas in data stream, data is continuously coming and the 
function which generating instances at time t need not be the same function at  time t+1. This difference in 
the underlying function is called as concept drift [2]. Thus, past data may become irrelevant for the current 
context, and it is defined by Eq. (3) 
 
 | | 	 	                                                                      (3) 
 
In recent data mining applications, drift can occur at any moment of time, so it is necessary to take 
some measures to handle drifted data streams. In this paper we are using ensemble based incremental 
learning algorithm to handle aforemention phenomena.In ensemble based classification [3] a set of classifiers 
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whose individual predictions are combined in some way to classify unseen data. The approach in ensemble 
systems [4] is to create many classifiers, and combine their outputs in such a way that this combination will 






















Figure 1. Ensemble based Learning 
 
 
So this work introduces classification algorithm on non-stationary data using ensemble based 
approach which will explicitly and simultaneously address the aforementioned phenomena. Classifier used 
for learning of non-stationary data stream generally uses one of the following methodologies.  
 
1.1. Adaptive Methods  
These are truly incremental algorithms [5],[6] as they learn data incrementally, as the instances 
arrive (instance-by-instance, and efficiently with a single pass through the data). Adaptive methods are 
generally used for concept drift detection algorithms. The first is to detect concept drift, such as through the 
use of novelty detection algorithms, and upon detection, adapt the classifiers to this change of concept. 
 
1.2. Wrapper Methods      
These require the data must in some way to be collected into chunk so that a traditional classifier 
can be used for learning purpose. Wrapper methods are generally used for passive drift detection algorithms. 
In passive drift detection algorithms it is assumed that drift occurs, and model is constructed taking this in to 
assumption ; the actual level of concept drift or even if it actually does occur may not be measured. Wrapper 
methods have following advantages over adaptive ones: 
• We can use traditional classifiers type  like  support vector machine for learning purpose. 
• We can construct ensemble in parallel. 
• Speed of ensemble design is fast as compare to adaptive as they reliance on change detection algorithms. 
• Ability to deal with reoccurring concepts – to learn on past batches of data and reuse this information to 
classify new instances on new concepts with similar class distributions as old concepts. 
• We can use ensemble methods to combine classifiers trained from different intervals of time which 
further improves upon the performance over the single classifier. Thus ensembles are often built from 
past subsets (batches) of data that can be reused to classify new instances from the new concept, similar to 
the class distribution of the old concept. 
Performance of all these wrapper algorithms dependent upon the size of the data chunks 
(block/batch). Bigger blocks can results in accurate classifiers as classifiers are getting more data for training, 
but can contain too many different concepts drift. Whereas smaller blocks are better for drifted data stream, 
but usually lead to poorer classifiers as training data is less. 
 
 
     D 
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2. RELATED WORK 
The first experiment of ensembles in data streams was the purposed by Street and Kim with their 
Streaming Ensemble Algorithm [7] (SEA) where a chunk of d instances are read from data stream and used 
to build a classifier. As fixed size of ensemble was used, so they compare new generated classifier against a 
pool of previously trained classifiers (from previous chunk), and if it current classifier improves the quality 
of ensemble it is included at the cost of the worst classifier. SEA uses a simple majority vote and may not be 
able to perform in recurring environments. 
Wang et al. proposed Accuracy Weighted Ensemble [8] (AWE) of classifiers on each incoming data 
chunk and use that chunk to evaluate the performance of all existing classifiers in the ensemble. The weight 
of each classifier is the  difference of error rate of a random classifier and the mean square error of the 
classifier for the current chunk. The mean square errors of old classifiers are high, and thus the weights of old 
classifiers are small. 
Brzezinski and Stefanowski proposed the Accuracy Updated Ensemble [9] (AUE) which is derived 
from AWE .It uses same principles of chunk-based ensembles but with incremental base 
components/classifiers. It not only builds new classifiers, but also conditionally updates existing classifiers 
on new chunk rather than just adjusting their weights. The updating of existing base classifiers makes AUE 
better than AWE in case of gradual drift but conditionally updating of base classifiers is less accurate for 
sudden drift. 
Robi Polikar et al. proposed Learn++.NSE [10]-[14] (Nonstationary Environment) which generates 
classifiers sequentially using batches of examples/instances (Not true online learner as it converts the online 
data stream into a series of chunks of a fixed size). At each time step one new classifier is trained on recent 
distribution, using an instance weighting distribution. In Learn++.NSE  each classifier’s weight is computed 
using a weighted average of its prediction error on old and current batch and finally  uses weighted majority 
voting  to obtain  ensemble’s output. 
Most recently, Brzezinski and Stefanowski proposed AUE2 [15] introduces a new weighting 
function, does not require cross-validation on the existing  classifiers, does not keep a classifier buffer, prunes 
its base learners, and always  unconditionally updates its components. Classifiers are updated after every 
chunk, so they can react to gradual drifts. It can react to sudden drifts and gradually drifts but not for 
reoccurring concepts. Compared to Learn++.NSE, AUE2 incrementally trains existing component classifiers, 
retains only k of all the created components, and uses a different weighting mechanism which ensures that 
components will have non-zero weights. 
 
 
3. ENSEMBLE FOR NON-STATIONARY DATA STREAM (ENSDS) 
ENSDS uses a similar organizational framework as Learn++.NSE that is we are building  an 
ensemble of classifiers from data arrived at time and evaluating the performance of existing classifiers on 
recent data then all generated classifiers are combined by using weighted majority voting to provide the 
predictions of unseen data. One of the major differences in ENSDS is we are not updating a set of weights for 
each instance rather only uniform weight is considered. The ENSDS algorithm is described in detail below, 
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Input: For each dataset  where t=1,2,….. 
Training data:  {x 	∈ X;	y 	∈ Y 1,… . , c , i 1… . .m instances 
Description: Supervised learning algorithm to handle Non-stationary data stream 
 
Pseudo code: 
Do for t=1, 2… 
   1. Initialize i =1/m,∀i,        
   2. Call base classifier with	 , obtain : →  
   3. Evaluate all existing classifiers ( ) on     
                   
        ε ∑ i . |h x y | for	k 1, … , t 
 
  If     ε 	generate	a	new	h  
 
    If   ε 				set	ε 1/2 
 
















  6. Obtain the final hypothesis 
 
       H x arg	max ∑ w . |h x c|  
 
Figure 2. The Mathematical model of the algorithm ENSDS 
 
 
We are building a k classifier on data drawn from the current training dataset	 . After formation of 
kth classifier, the performance of existing classifiers will be evaluated over the current training dataset  
and we will get ε   which is error of kth classifier on current	 . If error generated by current classifier is 
more than .5 that is half of the predictions are wrong then generate a new classifier for current distribution. If 
error generated by one of the previous classifier is more than .5 then set its ε 	 0.5 .We are not normalizing 
the ε  as its value remains between 0 to 0.5 and voting power of a classifier having ε 	 .5	 will remain low. 
A nonlinear sigmoid function is used to set weight of a classifier. Because of this if a classifier will be 
evaluated more than once then its sigmoid weight will get increased. The weight to a classifier is assigned 
based on its performance on previous distributions as well as on recent distribution so weighted average of 
classifier is computed in step 4. When a classifier is generated it’s			w 1, after its evaluation on recent 
environment its 		w  gets keep updated. If a classifier does not performs well on recent environment, then its 
weighted error (w . ε  will gets increased. In step 5 the weight error average is computed to determine the 
voting weight of classifiers. The voting power of each classifier is computed using logarithm of the inverse of 
its weighted error average .If weighted error average is high a classifier will get less power of voting. The 
time complexity of ENSDS is O(t*k*O(x*m)+k*t*m)  which is less than Learn++.NSE. Where O(x*m) is the 
time complexity of Naïve Bayes classifier, x is number of features and m is number of instances in training 
set, k indicates number of classifiers, t indicates number of  data chunks to be predicted. 
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4. COMPARATIVE EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS 
In the following subsections; we describe the tested datasets, evaluation measures, experimental 
setup, and comparative analysis of experiment results. 
 
4.1. Datasets 
For doing the comparison of ENSDS and existing algorithm (Learn++.NSE) we are using different 
datasets with different batch sizes. The proposed algorithm is tested over synthetic dataset as well as real time 
datasets.  
1. SEA: The SEA dataset [16] with 50000 examples is synthetically generated which consist of two classes 
and three features. In which only two features are relevant, and the third being noise.  
2. IBM_EOD:  The IBM_EOD dataset contains stock data of IBM Company where we are considering 
open, high, low, close, volume and  rate of change in closing price to find out the stock index movement 
(Up, Down) for classification task. For training purpose data from period 2-Jan-2000 to 16-Feb-2016 
(3999 examples) is fetched and for testing purpose data from period 2-Jan-2001 to 16-Feb-2016 (3802 
examples) is fetched using Google finance.  
The purpose of considering stock data is as we know that stock market data is high frequency data 
which is complex, non-stationary, chaotic and non-linear and suites our research topic .Concept drift can 
occurs in the stock market for a number of reasons for example traders preference for stocks change over 
time, increases in a stock’s value may be followed by decreases.  
4.2. Evaluation Measures 
In addition of accuracy, other evaluation metrics [17] are also used for evaluation purpose. These 
metrics are defined as: 
1. Precision: It is a measure of exactness as given in Eq. (4), which states how many positive examples are 
actually labelled correctly out of total positive prediction. 
 
		                                                                                                           (4) 
 
2. Recall: It is a measure of completeness as given in Eq. (5), which states how many positive examples are 
actually labelled correctly. 
 
		                                                                                                               (5) 
 
3. F-measure: It is used to evaluate the balance between Recall and Precision as given in Eq. (6). Here    is 




                                                                               (6) 
 
4. G-Mean: It is used to evaluate the degree of inductive bias in terms of a ratio of positive accuracy and 
negative accuracy as given in Eq. (7). It is used to measure the balanced performance of a model between 
the classes.  
 
			                                                                                     (7) 
 
4.3. Experimental Setup 
For experiment analysis, all tested algorithms are implemented in Java using MOA and WEKA 
framework. The experiments were conducted on a machine equipped with Processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-
2120 CPU @ 3.30GHz, 2 Core(s), 4 Logical Processor(s) and 4 GB of RAM. Here we have used different 
batch size for comparison purpose. However, the optimal batch size is different for each stream. 
Figure 3 shows the performance improvement of ENSDS over. Learn++.NSE to classify SEA dataset 
where we are considering Naïve Bayes as base classifiers,  different batch size and no pruning strategy is 
used.Learn++.NSE gives accuracy approximate 88% while ENSDS gives accuracy upto 95% on SEA dataset 
which comprises sudden drifts. The Precision, Accuracy, F-measure and G-mean of ENSDS is high as fore 
each batch size as compare to Learn++.NSE. There is continuous improvement in precision and accuracy as 
with slightly decrease in recall of ENSDS.  
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Figure 3. Comparative analysis of Learn++.NSE and ENSDS over SEA dataset 
 
 
After analysis of ENSDS and Learn++NSE on SEA dataset, we can conclude that 2500 is optimal 
batch size for ENSDS algorithm as we are obtaining maximum values for all tested evaluation measures. 
Figure 4 depicts the performance of Learn++.NSE and ENSDS  respectively to classify the stock index 
movement over IBM_EOD dataset where we are considering Naïve Bayes as base classifiers, different batch 
size and no pruning strategy is used. Here the Accuracy, Recall of ENSDS is continous better as compare to 





Figure 4. Performance Analysis of Learn++.NSE and ENSDS over Stock dataset 
 
 
After analysis of ENSDS and Learn++NSE on Stock dataset, we can conclude that 150 is optimal 




From the implementation and analysis of ENSDS we can conclude that the performance of ENSDS 
on different evaluation measures is better as compare to Learn++.NSE. The selection of optimal batch size is 
varies from dataset to datasets. For SEA dataset the optimal batch size is 2500 for ENSDS algorithm and for 
Stock dataset the optimal batch size is 150 for ENSDS algorithm. The state of art Learn++.NSE algorithm 
performs well in case of sudden and gradual drifts but performance can still improved using ENSDS 
algorithm as time complexity is less. This paper does not emphasis on drift detection mechanism as we 
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believe in real time environment drift occurs very frequencty so drift detection mechanism can be added to 
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